We present results for the QED contributions to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon containing closed electron loops. The main focus is on perturbative corrections at four-loop order where the external photon couples to the external muon. Furthermore, all four-loop contributions involving simultaneously a closed electron and tau loop are computed. In combination with our recent results on the light-by-light-type corrections (see Ref.
Introduction
The anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, a µ , is an important observable in particle physics. Both on the experimental [2, 3] and the theory side a lot of effort has been invested to provide precise results for a µ . The theory prediction can be split into hadronic, electroweak and QED contribution. The non-perturbative hadronic contribution is further subdivided into the vacuum polarization [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and light-by-light contribution [12] [13] [14] [15] and has reached next-to-next-to-leading order accuracy. It is nevertheless the main source to the uncertainty of the theory prediction. On the other hand, the electroweak part is known up to two-loop order [16] [17] [18] [19] and thus well under control. The numerically largest contribution arises from QED corrections. Up to three loops analytical results are available [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and four and five-loop corrections have been computed in Refs. [30] [31] [32] using numerical methods. In this paper we complete the cross-check of the four-loop corrections involving at least one closed electron loop using an independent method.
We cast the perturbative expansion of a µ in the form
where n counts the number of loops. It is common practice to further split the four-loop term into four parts according to
1 + A
2 (m µ /m e ) + A
2 (m µ /m τ ) + A
3 (m µ /m e , m µ /m τ ) ,
where A
1 denotes the universal part which includes the pure photonic corrections and closed muon loops. The arguments of the remaining three contributions indicate which leptons are involved in the corresponding Feynman diagrams. Note that analytic results for A (8) 2 (m µ /m τ ) have been computed in Ref. [33] and the light-by-light contributions of A (8) 2 (m µ /m e ) are presented in Ref. [1] . In this work we will concentrate on the nonlight-by-light contributions of A (8) 2 (m µ /m e ). Furthermore, we present analytic results for A (8) 3 (m µ /m e , m µ /m τ ). For convenience we split the last three contributions in Eq. (2) into a so-called light-by-light part and a remainder and write 
In Figure 1 we define (following Ref. [32] ) a subdivision into different classes of Feynman diagrams which are individually finite and gauge invariant. All of them contribute to A
2 (m µ /m e ), those with two closed fermion loops also to A
3 (m µ /m e , m µ /m τ ). The light-by-light-type cases are denoted by IV(a), IV(b) and IV(c).
In contrast to A result after renormalizing the coupling constant α in the MS scheme and thus gets an expression which depends on log(µ/m µ ). Here, µ is the renormalization scale which also appear in the argument ofᾱ(µ). The transformation ofᾱ to the on-shell scheme introduces log(µ/m e ) terms in such a way that the renormalization scale µ drops out and a dependence on log(m µ /m e ) remains. This approach has been used to get analytic results for the leading term to A In Section 5 we discuss the contribution A (8) 3 (m µ /m e , m µ /m τ ), which is computed by applying a nested asymptotic expansion for the hierarchy m e ≪ m µ ≪ m τ . Analytic results are presented and compared to the numerical results present in the literature.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In the next section we discuss some of the calculational challenges we met during our calculation. Afterwards we discuss in Section 3 the renormalization procedure and present new results for the three-loop renormalization constants of the muon mass and wave function which are not yet available in the literature. After presenting results for a µ in Sections 4 and 5 we conclude in Section 6. We dedicate the appendix to useful analytic results for some of the four-loop coefficients of a µ (Appendix A).
Calculation details
The integrals which have to be computed for the quantities considered in this paper are on-shell integrals where the square of the external momentum equals m 2 µ . As a further scale one has the electron mass m e and for the corrections of Section 5 also the tau mass m τ is present. Since there is a strong hierarchy among the lepton masses, m e ≪ m µ ≪ m τ we apply an asymptotic expansion to rewrite the two-scale integrals in terms of products of one-scale integrals. This procedure provides the renormalization constants and the anomalous magnetic moment in terms of a series expansion in the mass ratios. The asymptotic expansion significantly simplifies the complexity of the underlying integrals and sometimes even leads to analytic results.
We apply the strategy of expansion by regions [34] [35] [36] [37] (see also a recent review in Chapter 9 of [38] ) which provides an asymptotic expansion of a given Feynman integral in a given limit represented as a finite sum of contributions corresponding to so-called regions (i.e. scalings of components of loop momenta or Feynman parameters). Each term of such contributions is manifestly homogeneous with respect to the expansion parameter.
In Figure 2 we demonstrate the way we apply the asymptotic expansion to a typical diagram. The sub-diagrams shown in rows two to six are obtained by allowing each loop momentum to scale either as the hard scale, i.e., m µ , or as the soft scale which is given by the electron mass. This leads to regions which determine the expansion prescription for each propagator. For the diagram in Figure 2 one obtains five types of contributions which we discuss in the following: and ℓ is a loop momentum.
1. In case all loop momenta are hard one obtains a four-loop on-shell integral. As the electron propagators contain heavy momenta, a Taylor expansion in m e has to be performed and thus the electron propagators become massless.
2. There are two contributions corresponding to regions where one of the electron propagators is soft and the momenta through all other propagators are hard. This situation is obtained in case the loop momentum in the electron loop is of order ℓ 1 ∼ m e and none of the other momenta are flowing through one of the electron propagators. This propagator leads to a one-loop vacuum integral with mass m e . The other part of the diagram becomes a three-loop on-shell integral. Note that the second electron propagator has to be expanded in ℓ 1 and m e which looks as follows
3. A further contribution corresponds to the region, where the two loop momenta through the photon lines which are not connected to the electron loop are hard. This leads to a two-loop on-shell integral. In the remaining two-loop integral where both loop momenta scale like m e one has to choose the external momentum along the muon lines. The corresponding propagators have to be expanded according to
The linear propagator 1/(2ℓ 1 · q) n does not introduce an additional scale, because it only gives rise to an overall factor (q 2 ) −n/2 . The rest of the integral is independent of q 2 and also m µ .
4. If one replaces in the previous region one of the hard loop momenta by a soft one, one obtains a one-loop on-shell integral and a three-loop linear integral.
5. In the last region all loop momenta are of order m e and the external muon momentum must again flow through the muon line. This leads to a four-loop integral which has only the scale m e ; m µ only appears as a trivial pre-factor.
The relevant regions can be found by examining the scaling behaviour of the alphaparameter representation of a given Feynman diagram [35] . This approach is implemented in the Mathematica package asy [36, 37] . An alternative approach, which is implemented in an in-house Mathematica program, is based on the fact that each loop momentum is either hard or soft. More details are given in Ref. [1] where the light-by-light-type four-loop contribution has been computed.
Let us mention that a non-trivial issue is the calculation of the tensor integrals which occur due to the factorization of the integrals. The most complicated cases which we had to implement for our calculation were tensor integrals up to rank ten for three-loop vacuum integrals and up to rank ten and eight for one-and two-loop on-shell integrals, respectively.
The reduction of the tensor structure as well as the evaluation of traces of γ-matrices is done with FORM [39, 40] and TFORM [41] (see also Ref. [42] ). The scalar integrals are reduced with FIRE [43] and crusher [44] to a relative small set of master integrals. 1 Some of them could be evaluated analytically or to high numerical precision. The ǫ expansion of the remaining ones is computed numerically with the help of FIESTA [46] . Further details can be found in Ref. [1] . Let us stress that our approach leads to an analytic expression for a µ as a linear combination of master integrals. Thus, if necessary, the accuracy of the final result can be systematically improved.
On-shell renormalization constants
In this section we discuss the renormalization procedure and provide results for the threeloop renormalization constants which are not yet available in the literature.
The four-loop calculation performed in this paper requires the on-shell renormalization of the muon mass and wave function to three-loop order. We adopt the same notation as for a µ and define
Up to two loops the mass and wave function renormalization constant can be found in Refs. [47, 48] . At three-loop order only the limit m e → 0 exists in analytic form [49] [50] [51] (see also Refs. [52, 53] where Z OS m has been computed for the first time using numerical methods) whereas the fermionic corrections are only known in numerical form [54] .
2 In this section we present analytic results for δZ [33] .
Note that the renormalization of the electron mass is needed up to two loops. The corresponding counterterm can be obtained from Refs. [47, 54] .
As a further ingredient the on-shell renormalization constant of α is needed up to three loops. In the practical calculation we renormalize the coupling in a first step in the MS scheme and transform afterwards to the on-shell scheme. The corresponding conversion formula with massive leptons can be obtained from Ref. [56] .
Sample diagrams which contribute to Z OS m and Z
OS 2
are shown in Figure 3 . For the 1 The four-loop on-shell master integrals are a subset of the ones which are needed for the quark mass relation considered in Ref. [45] . In addition there are 128 four-loop "linear masters" with at least one propagator of the form 1/(2ℓ · q).
2 Analytic, asymptotically expanded three-loop results for the light-fermion contribution to Z OS 2 can be found in Ref. [55] . computation of the corresponding integrals we apply the asymptotic expansion described in the previous section and obtain the result as a series in m e /m µ .
In the following we present the three-loop electron contributions to Z OS m and Z
parametrized in terms of the fine structure constant in the MS scheme,ᾱ. The masses m e and m µ are renormalized on-shell. The symbols ℓ i with i = e, µ denote log(µ 2 /m 2 i ), where µ is the renormalization scale. Moreover we label closed electron and muon loops by n e and n µ , respectively. Furthermore, ζ j denotes Riemann's zeta function and a 4 = Li 4 (1/2). Our results for three-loop contributions to δZ 
Electron contribution to a µ
In this section we present results for the four-loop contribution A
2 (m µ /m e ) which involves one or more closed electron loops. The application of asymptotic expansion leads to a series expansion in the parameter x = m e /m µ = 1/206.76 . . .. Since x ≪ 1 the convergence of the expansion is in general quite fast as we demonstrate by evaluating the first four expansion terms. In general it is necessary to include the linear term in x to obtain a result with sub-percent accuracy. On the other hand, the term of order x 3 are negligible in all cases.
In the following we discuss in detail all diagram classes (cf. Figure 1 In the course of the numerical evaluation of a µ there are several sources for numerical uncertainties which originate from numerical Monte-Carlo integrations. We interpret them as statistical one-sigma uncertainties and combine them in quadrature to arrive at the final uncertainty.
Diagram class I(a) consists of diagrams with three fermion loop insertions in one photon line. According to the type of the internal fermions we split this class further into I(a0), I(a1) and I(a2) where in the case of I(a0) all fermion loops are electrons, the subclass I(a1) has one muon loop and two electron loops, and in the case of I(a2) two of the loops consist of muons and just one is an electron loop. The results for the three sub-classes read Due to the three electron loops the x 0 term of I(a0) has a cubic logarithmic correction. One observes sizeable cancellations among the individual logarithmic contributions which results in a final contribution of about 7.2. Note that the odd powers in x have no logarithmic enhancement terms. As a result, the higher order corrections in x lead to a shift at the sub-percent level. The contributions with one or two muon loops are numerically less important. On the one hand this is connected to the lower maximal logarithmic power of the leading order term. On the other hand one also observes that the odd powers of x have vanishing coefficients. Note that for the cases I(a1) and I(a2) the approximation of a massless electron is very precise.
The diagram classes I(b) and I(c) are constructed from the one-loop diagram by adding either a two-loop and a one-loop fermion insertion or a three-loop double-bubble diagram. We refrain from separating the corresponding counterterm contribution for α and thus we consider the sum of I(b) and I(c) which we denote by I(bc). In analogy to case I(a) the case I(bc) is split into a contribution with two electron loops [I(bc0)] and contributions with an electron and a muon loop [I(bc1) and I(bc2)]. In case of I(bc1) the electron loop has four photon couplings, in I(bc2) it is the muon loop. Our results read Similarly to the subsets of I(a) the diagram class I(bc0) is more than one order of magnitude larger compared to I(bc1) and I(bc2). The higher order corrections of I(bc0) is below one per cent and in case of I(bc1) and I(bc2) even smaller. It is interesting to note that the x 2 contribution of I(bc0) is around 40% of the size of the x 1 part, though the order x 3 term is much smaller justifying the truncation of the expansion. This contribution is an example where the first terms of the asymptotic expansion provides a bad approximation to the final result. In fact, the linear term is about 30% of the leading order contribution. Also the quadratic correction is only about a factor four smaller than the linear term. However, the x 3 term is at per mille level and justifies the assignment of a negligible uncertainty from the asymptotic expansion. The numerically dominant class is II(bc0); the closed muon loop in II(bc1) leads again to a result which is an order of magnitude smaller. In both cases the corrections from higher orders in x are very small. The result of II(a) gets a contribution of nearly 0.5% from higher orders in x.
Our result for diagram class I(d) reads
The asymptotic expansion of diagram class III shows a similar behaviour: already the linear correction term is below 0.04% which is actually smaller than the numerical uncertainty from the leading contribution. The result is given by Note that some diagram classes have been computed analytically in the limit m e = 0, with which our leading order results agree. In Ref. [56] the classes I(a0), I(a1) and the sum of I(bc0) and II(bc0) are presented. The leading order of I(d) can be found in Ref. [57] .
Our final results are summarized in Table 1 . As compared to the expression in the above equations, which show the one standard deviation uncertainties originating from the numerical integration, we multiply the uncertainties in Table 1 by a factor five, in order to present conservative results. In case no uncertainty is displayed the corresponding result is either known analytically or with high numerical precision.
For comparison we show in the most right column of Table 1 the results available in the literature. The most up-to-date results for the diagram classes defined in Figure 1 found in Ref. [32] . To obtain separate results for sub-classes we resort to Ref. [30] . We could reproduce the analytic results for some of the sub-classes which have been obtained in Ref. [58] . In addition we managed to obtain analytic results for the case II(bc0). The corresponding results are shown in Appendix A.
We find perfect agreement of our results with the ones in the literature although in some cases the uncertainty is far below the per mille level. In our approach we find relative large uncertainties of about 10% and 7% for the classes IV(c) and IV(d), respectively. For class III the uncertainty amounts to 0.2% and for I(d) 1%.
Our final result for A 
Our numerical uncertainty amounts to approximately 0.5 × (α/π) 4 ≈ 1.5 × 10 −11 . It is larger than the uncertainty in Ref. [32] . Nevertheless it is sufficiently accurate as can be seen by the comparison to the difference between the experimental result and theory prediction which is given by
Note that the uncertainty in Eq. (8) receives approximately the same amount from experiment and theory (i.e. the hadronic contribution). Even after a projected reduction of the uncertainty by a factor four both in a µ (exp) and a µ (SM) our numerical precision is a factor ten below the uncertainty of the difference. Each integral depends on all three lepton masses. As discussed in Section 2 we perform a nested asymptotic expansion to obtain a double expansion in m µ /m τ and m e /m µ . Due to the decoupling of the heavy tau lepton the whole contribution is suppressed by a factor 1/m 2 τ . Furthermore, The expansion in the inverse heavy tau mass is analytic and thus produces only even powers in m τ . However, odd powers in m µ /m τ and m e /m τ arise from the two-loop mass counterterm contribution [47, 54] . Thus, we obtain one more order in 1/m τ for free which is taken into account in the analytic and numeric results presented below.
In the following we present analytic results for A [32] for the individual diagram classes. Note that the error in m µ /m τ is not included. In most cases it induces an uncertainty in fifth significant digit in the displayed numbers, in the cass of IV(a) even in the fourth. In the second row an updated result for I(c) has been used, see footnote 4.
= 0.0627220(1)(100) ,
where the three numbers in the first line are obtained as follows: The first number includes terms up to O(m τ ) and the cubic electron mass terms. In the second line the final result is presented. The first uncertainty is set to 10% of the last expansion term in the first line which is our estimate for the missing higher order terms. The second error originates from the experimental uncertainties for m µ /m τ and m µ /m e as given above. The result is in good agreement with A Although the absolute contribution from A (8) 3 is quite small it is nevertheless instructive to compare our results to the complete numerical method of Ref. [32] . This is done in Table 2 for the individual diagram classes contributing to A (8) 3 (m µ /m e , m µ /m τ ). 4 Good agreement within the uncertainties are found for the diagram classes I(a) and IV(a). For II(b)+II(c) one observes a discrepancy of about three standard deviations. Also the results for I(b)+I(c) do not agree within the assigned uncertainty. Note, however, that in [32] an older value for m µ /m τ has been used which is about 0.01% smaller and thus can explain most of the discrepancy.
Conclusions
We presented results for the complete four-loop electron contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon. This includes light-by-light-type contributions (which have already been presented in Ref. [1] ), the remaining contributions where the external photon couples to the (external) muon line (see Section 4) , and the contribution which involves both electron and tau loops (see Section 5).
Our calculation serves as an important cross check to the calculation performed in Ref. [32] which is based on an entire numerical method. In our approach we express a µ in terms of an analytic linear combination of four-loop master integrals. Thus, our result can be improved systematically by evaluating more and more master integrals either analytically or with higher numerical precision.
We have demonstrated that our current (numerical) result for a µ is sufficiently precise: even after reducing the current experimental and theory uncertainty by a factor four the uncertainty induced by our four-loop expression is a factor ten smaller.
As a by-product we have computed three-loop corrections to the mass and wave function on-shell renormalization constants of the muon taking into account effects from a finite electron mass.
Note that the four-loop contribution involving heavy tau loops have been computed in Ref. [33] . Thus, only the four-loop universal part remains to be cross checked.
The four-loop results of Refs. [1, 33] and this paper can be summarized as 
where the second third and fourth term on the right-hand side corresponds to A
2 (m µ /m e ), A Note that analytic results for I(a0), I(a1), I(a2) and II(a) can be found in Ref. [58] .
